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Abstract
This paper provides a novel system towards a
fairness-aware offensive comment analysis in
Brazilian Portuguese. The system titled No-
HateBrazil1 recognizes explicit and implicit of-
fensiveness in context at a fine-grained level.
We further propose a framework for data collec-
tion, annotation process, and the construction
of a machine learning model towards bias miti-
gation. As a result, a friendly web application
was implemented, which showed relevant per-
formance, and the potential to mitigate bias of
88.7% (accuracy). The app presents two main
functions. First, it classifies both single com-
ments and various comments from file uploads.
Secondly, it provides three different outputs: (i)
fine-grained offensiveness categories, such as
highly, moderately, and slightly offensive; (ii)
offensiveness overall score; and (iii) prediction
reliability score, in which new measures were
proposed and evaluated.

1 Introduction

Hate speech is a serious problem in Brazil. During
the elections in 2018 and 2022, the denunciations
against misogyny increased by 1639.5%, xenopho-
bia by 595,50%, and racism by 147,80%2. Never-
theless, while the proposal of systems that classify
offensive comments is surely relevant, these tech-
nologies are being developed with scarce consid-
eration of their potential biases (Sap et al., 2019;
Bordia and Bowman, 2019; Xia et al., 2020; Blod-
gett et al., 2020; Chuang et al., 2021). Social biases
and stereotypes are a way of discriminating a social
group based on characteristics such as gender, sex-
ual orientation, religion, ethnicity, socioeconomic
situation, and age (Fiske, 1993). Therefore, bias
in NLP is an ethical problem (Chang et al., 2019;
Nadeem et al., 2021; Recasens et al., 2013) that
may discriminate against the groups they are de-
signed to protect (Davidson et al., 2019).

1Demo website: http://143.107.183.175:14581/
2https://new.safernet.org.br/

In this paper3, we introduce a novel web sys-
tem towards a fairness-aware Brazilian Portuguese
text offensiveness analysis. The NoHateBrazil4,
receives two different inputs. The first input con-
sists of only one comment written directly into the
initial screen. The second input consists of a file
in CSV format containing a set of comments. As
outputs are exhibited three types of information:
(i) offensiveness categories; (ii) offensiveness over-
all score; and (iii) prediction reliability score. We
describe in detail each one of them in Section 3.

Towards bias mitigation, we focus on three
strong strategic levels: (i) we provide a contex-
tualized analysis of offensiveness, in which the
Machine Learning (ML) model recognizes explicit
and implicit offensive terms using a specialized
lexicon annotated with contextual information; (ii)
we propose and evaluate a framework for offen-
sive language detection that corroborate with the
most relevant literature recommendations towards
bias mitigation; (iii) we evaluate the potential of
our system to mitigate bias using a dataset com-
posed of tuples of comments that report different
stereotypes. The results show a relevant perfor-
mance of our ML model (f-score of 88.8), and a
high potential to mitigate bias (accuracy of 88.7).
Our contributions may be summarized as follows:

• To provide a novel web system towards a
fairness-aware text offensiveness analysis in
Brazilian Portuguese.

• To present a new framework for offensive
comment analysis towards bias mitigation.

• To introduce two new measures: (i) offensive-
ness overall score, which analyzes offensive
comments at a fine-grained level; (ii) predic-
tion reliability score, which evaluates the read-
ability of ML predictions.

3This manuscript contains examples of offensive content.
4Video presentation: https://youtu.be/sGMec2WON0I

http://143.107.183.175:14581/
https://new.safernet.org.br/
https://youtu.be/sGMec2WON0I


2 Framework Towards Bias Mitigation

While biased models and datasets for offensive
comments classification have been becoming a rel-
evant topic of research in recent years (Wich et al.,
2021; Wiegand et al., 2019), it is still an under-
explored issue. This type of bias is typically a
result of bias in the training data (Bender and Fried-
man, 2018), and contextual information besides
interactions with linguistic subtleties are examples
of approaches towards bias mitigation (Davidson
et al., 2019; Sap et al., 2019).

According to Davidson et al. (2019), it is possi-
ble to mitigate bias by focusing on how bias enters
into datasets as they are collected and annotated,
as well as how contextual factors interact with lin-
guistic subtleties and the definitions of hate speech.
Furthermore, bias decreases in magnitude when
it is conditioned on particular terms and expres-
sions which may indicate membership in negative
classes.

Therefore, we provide a new framework that en-
compasses data collection, annotation process, and
the implementation of ML models for offensive
comments classification towards bias mitigation.
We applied our framework to build the NoHate-
Brazil system, as shown in Figure 1.

• Data Collection: A wide range of bi-
ases emerge at the point of data collection
(Waseem, 2016). Taking into consideration
this definitely relevant gap, we propose a care-
ful collection approach composed of balanced
attributes, as shown in Figure 1. Note that for
each profile P from a domain D, the number
of comments must be balanced. In the same
settings, for synchronous bordering, which
consists of data collection during a period of
time T, the same number of comments must
be collected for each span of time.

• Annotation Process: In spite of the enormous
difficulty to classify automatically offensive
comments, mainly due to ethical problems,
the annotation process for these tasks should
be carried out only by specialists (Vargas et al.,
2021). As shown in Figure 1, after the data
collection steps have been concluded, the an-
notation process must be performed, which
consists of three main stages: Firstly, the se-
lection of expert annotators, considering their
diverse profiles, such as ethnicity, gender, dif-
ferent political orientations and place of origin.

Secondly, the creation of a well-defined and
well-structured annotation schema. Lastly,
the application of reliable evaluation metrics,
which are fundamental to ensure data quality.

• Contextual-Aware Language Models:
Large crowd-sourced lexical resources tend
to include a wide range of irrelevant terms,
resulting in high rates of false positives
(Davidson et al., 2019). Furthermore, pre-
trained language models are trained on large
real-world data, consequently, they are known
to embody biases (Nadeem et al., 2021). In
order to mitigate bias on ML models for
offensive comments classification, Davidson
et al. (2019) suggest that the models need
to consider the context of use. For instance,
whether the linguistic markers of potentially
offensive comments are associated with the
language used by members of protected
categories. Accordingly, we assume that
contextual information is a relevant attribute
to mitigate bias. Then, we propose a com-
putational contextual-aware ML model that
embodies implicit and explicit offensive terms
and expressions annotated with contextual
information. The implemented model, titled
“B+M” (Vargas et al., 2021) is described
below.

1. B+M: This model consists of a generated
bag-of-words that embodies labeled con-
text information from a specialized lex-
icon called Multilingual Offensive Lex-
icon (MOL) (see Section 4.1). We car-
ried out the match with terms into MOL,
and then we assigned a weight for each
term or expression labeled with context-
dependent (weaker weight), and context-
independent (stronger weight). There-
fore, according to B+M model, the value
of a term x in the document (comment)
y is defined as

B +Mx,y = freqx,y ∗ weightCx (1)

where freq is the frequency of the
term in the document, weightC =
2 for context-dependent terms and
weightC = 3 when the term is context-
independent.



Figure 1: Framework for Offensive Comments Detection Towards Bias Mitigation.

3 Text Offensiveness Analysis

According to Poletto et al. (2021), Offen-
sive language (OL) often lead to false positives
when swearing and offensive words occur in non-
offensive contexts. Furthermore, It mainly presents
explicit and implicit terms or expressions with pe-
jorative connotations, and the pejorative connota-
tion is deeply contextual-dependent (Vargas et al.,
2021).

In the same settings and corroborating the defi-
nitions proposed by Caselli et al. (2020), our sys-
tem assumes that explicit offensiveness consists
of comments that contain explicit markers of offen-
siveness. In other words, comments with terms or
expressions with any pejorative connotations. On
the other hand, implicit offensiveness consists of
comments that contain markers of offensive con-
tent expressed implicitly. Both examples are shown
in Table 1. Note that bold indicates markers of
implicit offensive content, and underlines explicit
markers of offensiveness.

Our system also recognizes contextual infor-
mation using an offensive lexicon annotated by
specialists with contextual information. For in-
stance, while the terms “cancer”, “garbage”, “par-
asite”, and “worms” may be used with pejorative
connotations, they could also be used in contexts
without any pejorative connotation (e.g., “he was
cured of cancer”; “the garden is full of parasites
and worms”; “disposal of garbage on streets). In
this case, these terms were classified as contextual-
dependent. Differently, the terms “wretch” and
“ridiculous” are mostly used in contexts with pejo-
rative connotations. As a result, these terms were
classified as contextual-independent. We described
our contextual-aware ML model in Section 2.

Table 1: Offensive and non-offensive comments with
explicit and implicit offensiveness.

Class Comments Translation
Offensive Essa besta humana é o

câncer do País, tem q
voltar p jaula, urgen-
temente! E viva o Pres-
idente Bolsonaro.

This human beast is
the cancer of the coun-
try, it has to go back
to the cage, urgently!
And long live Presi-
dent Bolsonaro.

Offensive Pois é, deveria de-
volver o dinheiro aos
cofres públicos do
Brasil. Canalha.

It should refund
money to the public
Brazilian coffers.
Jerk.

Non-
Offensive

Quem falou isso pra
vc deputada? O Sergio
Moro ta aprovado
pela maioria dos
brasileiros.

Who said that to you
deputy? Sergio Moro
is approved by the ma-
jority of Brazilians.

3.1 Offensiveness Overall Score
To measure offensiveness, we propose a new mea-
sure titled Offensiveness Overall Score (OOS). The
OOS consists of a scale marking between 0 and 100
that combines a set of parameters defined by Vargas
et al. (2022) for fine-grained offensiveness analy-
sis, which in this paper we called by scoreoffense;
along with prediction probability value provides
by ML model, which we called by scoreprob. The
OSS is defined by Equation 2.

OOS = (scoreoffense + scoreprob)÷ 2 (2)

As regards our approach, comments with at
least one MOL term5 annotated with the context-
independent label (molindep), or at least three MOL
terms annotated with the context-dependent la-
bel (moldep), should receive a scoreoffense of

5The terms extracted from the MOL are referred to on this
paper as “MOL terms”



90%. In the same settings, comments that pre-
cisely present two MOL terms annotated with the
context-dependent label (moldep), should receive
a scoreoffense of 60%; and comments that pre-
cisely present one MOL term annotated with the
context-dependent label (moldep), should receive
a scoreoffense of 30%. Algorithm 1 shows the
proposed offensiveness overall score. Note that the
offensiveness categories are estimated according to
a pre-defined scale.

Algorithm 1 Offensiveness Overall Score
procedure GET-OOS(prob)

if molindep >= 1 or moldep >= 3 then
OOS = (90 + scoreprob) ÷ 2

end if
if moldep == 2 then

OOS = (60 + scoreprob) ÷ 2

end if
if moldep == 1 then

OOS = (30 + scoreprob) ÷ 2

end if
if OOS > 0 and OOS <= 49 then

class = slightly offensive

end if
if OOS >= 50 and OOS <= 79 then

class = moderately offensive

end if
if OOS >= 80 and OOS <= 100 then

class = highly offensive

end if
return OOS and class

end procedure

3.2 Prediction Reliability Score
We further provide a new measure to measure the
quality of the model’s predictions for unknown
sentences (unlabeled). The proposed Prediction
Reliability Score (PRS) estimates a reliability scale
taking into account the values provided by MOL
terms (see Section 4.1) and their statistical distri-
bution from the sample of the HateBR dataset (see
Section 4.1). More specifically, the PRS computes
a reliability score for each comment using the dif-
ference between the values obtained from a defined
reliability scale, which we called scoregold, and the
values provided by scoreprob, which it is a statistic
score of ML model. The PRS may be defined as
shown in Equation 3.

PRS = 100− |(scoregold − scoreprob)| (3)

In terms of the reliability scale (scoregold), we
methodically defined it using the MOL terms. As
regards our approach, we propose two different
scales of PRS for offensive comments (class 1),
and non-offensive comments (class 2), as shown in
Algorithms 2 and Algorithm 3, respectively.

Algorithm 2 Prediction Reliability Score (class 1)
1: procedure GET-PRS(prob)
2: if molindep >= 1 or moldep >= 3 then
3: scoregold = 99%
4: end if
5: if moldep == 2 then
6: scoregold = 90%
7: end if
8: if moldep == 1 then
9: scoregold = 80%
10: end if
11: if molindep == 0 and moldep == 0 then
12: scoregold = 10%
13: end if
14: return PRS = 100 − |(scoregold − (scoreprob)|
15: end procedure

Algorithm 3 Prediction Reliability Score (class 0)
1: procedure GET-PRS(prob)
2: if molindep >= 1 or moldep >= 3 then
3: return scoregold = 10%
4: end if
5: if moldep == 2 then
6: return scoregold = 80%
7: end if
8: if moldep == 1 then
9: return scoregold = 90%
10: end if
11: if molindep == 0 and moldep == 0 then
12: return scoregold = 99%
13: end if
14: return PRS = 100 − |(scoregold − (scoreprob)|
15: end procedure

As shown in Algorithm 2, offensive com-
ments with at least one MOL term annotated
with the context-independent label (molindep), or
at least three MOL terms annotated with the
context-dependent label (moldep), should receive a
scoregold of 99%; and offensive comments that pre-
cisely present two MOL terms annotated with the
context-dependent label (moldep), should receive
a scoregold of 90%; and offensive comments that
precisely present one MOL term annotated with the
context-dependent label (moldep), should receive a
scoregold of 80%. Lastly, offensive comments that
do not present any MOL terms, should receive a
scoregold of 10%.

As shown in Algorithm 3, non-offensive com-
ments with at least one MOL term annotated
with the context-independent label (molindep), or
at least three MOL terms annotated with the
context-dependent label (moldep), should receive
a scoregold of 10%; and non-offensive comments
that precisely present two MOL terms annotated
with the context-dependent label (moldep), should
receive a scoregold of 80%; and non-offensive com-
ments that precisely present one MOL term anno-
tated with the context-dependent label (moldep),
should receive a scoregold of 90%. Lastly, non-
offensive comments that do not present any MOL
terms, should receive a scoregold of 99%.



4 System Design

4.1 Architecture

The system architecture is divided into three de-
velopment steps: infrastructure, machine learning,
and data resource.

Infrastructure: The web application was devel-
oped using Python version 3.9 and the following
libraries: streamlit6, unidecode7, emoji8, spacy9,
gensim10 and the Brazilian Portuguese normalizer,
Enelvo11. It was hosted on the Apache Server.

Machine Learning: As already described in
Section 2, we built a machine learning model using
a bag-of-words named B+M and a Naive Bayes
algorithm. Our pre-processing required (i) data
cleaning, (ii) lemmatization, (iii) normalization,
and (iv) accent removal. Data cleaning consists of
removing user accounts, quotes, links, and emojis.

Data Resources: In order to train our ML
model, we used two different data resources: the
HateBR dataset (Vargas et al., 2022), which con-
sists of the first large-scale expert annotated corpus
of 7,000 Brazilian Instagram comments (Cohen’s
Kappa of 75.0); and the MOL - Multilingual Of-
fensive Lexicon)(Vargas et al., 2021), which con-
sists of a contextual-aware offensive lexicon com-
posed of 1,000 explicit and implicit offensive terms
and expressions manually identified by a linguist
and annotated by three different annotators into
two classes: contextual-dependent and contextual-
independent (Cohen’s Kappa of 73.0).

4.2 Interfaces

System interfaces are shown in Figure 2.
Inputs: The user may provide two types of in-

puts. Firstly, the user has the option to classify only
one comment by typing it directly on the interface.
Then, they only select the button “Enter” to obtain
the classification. Secondly, the user may classify
a set of comments in CSV format by selecting the
button “browser files”.

Outputs: As shown in Figure 2, after adding the
inputs by the user, the system presents three differ-
ent outputs to the user: (i) offensiveness category
(highly, moderately, or slightly); (ii) offensiveness
overall score; and (iii) prediction reliability score.

6https://streamlit.io/
7https://pypi.org/project/Unidecode/
8https://pypi.org/project/emoji/
9https://spacy.io/

10https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
11https://thalesbertaglia.com/enelvo/

5 System Evaluation

5.1 Model
Firstly, we present in Table 2, a comparison of
results between our system and baseline methods
and resources for Brazilian Portuguese. Although
a direct comparison is unfair (as the authors use
different datasets and methods), it offers an idea of
the general performance of the methods.

Table 2: Comparison Results.

Author Dataset Method F-Score
NoHateBrazil HateBR NB 88.8
de Pelle and Moreira (2017) No-Name NB 81.0
Leite et al. (2020) ToLD-Br BERT 76.0
Trajano et al. (2022) OLID-BR BERT 77.0

As shown in Table 2, the NoHateBrazil system
overcomes baseline results, hence it presents better
performance for the Brazilian Portuguese language.

5.2 Bias Mitigation
Secondly, we evaluate how well our system classi-
fies offensiveness towards bias mitigation. For bias
evaluation, we create a dataset composed of tuples
of comments that report different stereotypes (e.g.,
race, gender, socioeconomic or religion). Then, we
classified each tuple and checked if our system pre-
sented the same classification for both comments
into a tuple. For instance, in the tuple “women
don’t know how to drive.” and “men don’t know
how to drive.”, the system should classify both with
the same class, otherwise the system is potentially
biased. Results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Bias Evaluation Results.

Total of Comments Tuples Accuracy
300 150 88.7

As shown in Table 3, we classified 300 com-
ments, and 11.3% of tuples were classified with
different classes by our system.

5.3 OOS and PRS Measures
Lastly, we evaluated both proposed measures (OOS
and PRS) using human evaluation12. To evaluate
the OOS, we collected 90 new comments from In-
stagram divided equally among highly, moderately,
and slightly offensive. In the same settings, to
evaluate the PRS, we collected 60 news comments
from Instagram divided equally between offensive

12Evaluation data: https://github.com/
franciellevargas/HateBR/tree/main/demo

https://streamlit.io/
https://pypi.org/project/Unidecode/
https://pypi.org/project/emoji/
https://spacy.io/
https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
https://thalesbertaglia.com/enelvo/
https://github.com/franciellevargas/HateBR/tree/main/demo
https://github.com/franciellevargas/HateBR/tree/main/demo


Figure 2: NoHateBrazil web system - input and output interfaces.

and non-offensive comments. We followed the
offensiveness annotation scheme proposed in (Var-
gas et al., 2022). Subsequently, we evaluated the
predicted class compared with the human classifi-
cation. Results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4: OOS and PRS Evaluation Results.

Measure Total of Comments Accuracy
OOS 90 70.0
PRS 60 89.0

As shown in Table 4, the OOS presented an accu-
racy of 70%, corroborating the study proposed by
Vargas et al. (2022), that claim that the fine-grained
offensiveness is a challenging task due to even hu-
man annotation presenting a high disagreement.
Furthermore, the PRS presented an accuracy of
89%, emphasizing the capability of our ML model
to classify precisely offensive comments.

6 Final Remarks

This paper introduces a novel web system for
Brazilian Portuguese offensive comments analy-
sis, which recognizes explicit and implicit offen-
siveness in context at a fine-grained level towards
bias mitigation. We provided a friendly design and
robust architecture, resulting in a relevant system
performance, and a high potential to mitigate bias.

We further provide a new framework for offensive
comments classification towards bias mitigation,
besides two new measures, which analyze offen-
sive comments at a fine-grained level and evaluate
the readability of machine learning predictions.

Ethical Statement

The data resources used to build our system were
anonymized, therefore there is not any reference
to people or institutions. Furthermore, the system
and methodology presented in this paper do not
consist of a bias-free proposal. Both systems and
methodology were proposed towards bias mitiga-
tion, hence towards a fairness-aware text offensive-
ness analysis, which corroborates the most recent
and relevant evaluation metrics to mitigate bias.
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